DNA topology: topological transformation of DNA by reaction of cisplatin-DNA-core histone complexes with human DNA topoisomerase.
Cis-diamminedichloroplatinium(II), an active antitumor agent binds to core-histone -SV40 DNA complexes prepared by reaction of DNA with core-histone, and alters the fiber-like structure into the loosened structure. In order to model the cisplatin-modified chromatin complexes in cell, the complexes were reacted with human DNA topo II. We found the generations of unique topologically isomers such as trefoil knot (and catenane) and pseudo catenane (and pseudo knot) by reaction of cis-DDP--linearDNA--core-histone complexes with DNA topo I. The results are discussed in relation with a possible recombinational role of topo II (or topo I) on the reaction with cis-DDP--DNA--core-histone complexes.